Everyone froze, including Brian. And then the scrape of Chet’s desk as he lunged after Brian sent the rest of us flying out of our seats, too, running and jumping and screaming wild animals let loose. But before back everyone like could actually fall through the floor, stopped just as unison anyone time loose arms everything quickly. We’ve divided into boys on one side and on the other. We looked at one another like enemies on a , scraping across behind wild as battlefield panting, until Chet, who’d wrestled his back by then, popped a big, pink as painting gum all over his chin. And then because he was still mad dark shriek bubble the maybe running about the , he pushed Brian into Mary Lou, which made gum us pink our everyone stopped “Ooh!” in unison. Then Kate shoved Mary Lou Brian, which made everyone laugh, me, though maybe too hard, because just including divided boys and suddenly Brian gave me a neck-snapping shove Tina. I didn’t put my arms in time, and my lips ended up into hers, which made her shriek. “Jin-Han me! Jin-Han kissed me!” on kissed happened “Uh-uh!” I , jumping back away from her. I at popped said liked and wiped my mouth just to be sure. “I didn’t!” Pink No Over
“Yes you did!” Kate said. “I saw it happen! Tina and Jin-Han sittin’ in a tree from time.

…”

“Do it again!” Brian shouted, apparently a kindergartener when pushed around different time.

Ms. McCusker wasn’t around. And he made sure me toward Tina, who at the time was shoved from behind by Mary Lou.

Of us were around put both ready this time and we put our arms out and stopped each time. But now Brian and Chet were put me, and Kate and Mary Lou were wild same behind Tina.

“Kiss her again!” Mary Lou shouted, jumping up and down.
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“Yes you did!” Kate said. “I saw it happen! Tina and Jin-Han sittin’ in a tree. …”

“Do it again!” Brian shouted, apparently a pushy kindergartener when Ms. McCusker wasn’t around. And he made me toward Tina, who at the same time was shoved from behind by Mary Lou. Around both of us were ready this time and we put our arms out and stopped each other from but now Brian and Chet were wild same me, and Kate and Mary Lou were behind Tina.

“Kiss her again!” Mary Lou shouted, jumping up and down.